
REF: 35001

Set of two indoor soccer goals manufactured according to European standard EN749 (AENOR) in
terms of safety, stability and resistance, consisting of:

Description
Set of competition handball goals portable set, posts and crossbar manufactured made of extruded in round
aluminum profile Ø90mm with interior ribs and aluminum which provide robustness and strength, in one piece
with an inner dimension of 2 x 3 meters. (+ / - 3 mm), which is attached at its base built trapezoidal metal tube
50 x 2 mm.
The set has dimensions of 1.08 m wide at its base and 1.00 m at the top. All screw connections and base
frame are made by reinforcing plate and counter plate to plate 40x5mm to confer absolute strong.
The base stabilizes the goal set and acts as a counterweight, incorporating collapsible system using two
plates which are arranged on the sides of the base to be screwed to the sportsfloor.
The edges that can cause injury, are rounded with a radius of at least (4 ± 1) mm.
The bottom base, posts and crossbar systems incorporate the network setting mode anti-injured net plastic
hook.
White strips and blue powder coated at 200ºC centered on the poles and crossbar.
Original GALVAN model developed for the XXV OLIMPIC GAMES BARCELONA´92 as official model. SPAIN
(1992)
It has certification in accordance with EN 749 (AENOR), by the IBV

Technical characteristics

Full bolted connections of the frame, base and arches are made by reinforcement plate and against plate in
plate to provide absolute robustness.
The base of the set stabilizes the goal and acts as a counterweight, incorporating an anti-roll system by
means of two plates that are arranged on the sides of the base, to be screwed to the flooring, in two points.
Optionally it will be possible to opt for anchor type claw that allows a slight displacement of the set in case of
collision with the frame)
Exploded view:
The frame of the goal (2 posts and a crossbar) that constitute a unit without unions.
1 base rear support of the network.
1 upper union of union of both sides of the frame in its upper part.
Anti-tilt systems (2 on each side of the base).
1 set of nets (Optional).
Weight 80 kg pair.
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